St. Cloud State University Foundation
Gift Acceptance Policy
I. INTRODUCTION
The St. Cloud State University Foundation, Inc. (the “Foundation”) is a nonprofit corporation
exempt from Federal Income Tax liability by Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c) 3 and
qualifies as a public charity under Internal Revenue Code Section 509. The Foundation exists
to secure and manage private gifts for the benefit of St. Cloud State University (the
“University”).
The purpose of the Gift Acceptance Policy is to provide a set of standards by which gifts are
reviewed, accepted or declined, processed and receipted by St. Cloud State University
Foundation. While this document is intended to provide guidance to all University personnel
regarding acceptance of prospective gifts, donors are ultimately responsible for ensuring that
the proposed gift furthers their charitable, financial, and estate planning goals. Neither the
Foundation nor the University provide legal, accounting, tax, or other advice to prospective
donors. Therefore, each prospective donor is urged to seek the advice of independent counsel
in the gift planning process.
The gift acceptance policies of St. Cloud State University Foundation shall be interpreted in
light of these overriding principles:
 Principle 1: A gift shall not be accepted by the Foundation unless there is a reasonable
expectation that acceptance of the gift will benefit the University by supporting its
missions of learning, discovery, and engagement.
 Principal 2: The Foundation shall not encourage or accept any gifts that are
inappropriate in light of the donor’s disclosed personal or financial situation.
 Principal 3: Gifts that potentially expose the Foundation or University to adverse
publicity or involve out of the ordinary conditions shall be referred to the Gift
Acceptance Committee for resolution. The Foundation cannot accept gifts for the benefit
of the University which involve unlawful discrimination on any basis prohibited by
federal, state and local laws and regulations. In addition, the Foundation cannot accept
gifts which obligate it or the University to violate any other applicable law or regulation,
or that violate the Foundation’s articles of incorporation or bylaws. If at any time the
donor or his or her name may compromise the public trust or the reputation of the
University, including acts of moral turpitude, the University with the approval of the
Foundation’s board of trustees has the right to remove the name or return the gift.

II. COORDINATION OF APPEALS
All fund-raising and constituent engagement activities on behalf of the University will be
conducted and coordinated by the University’s Office of Advancement (“Advancement”), to
protect the interests of the donor and to avoid an excessive number of solicitations in the
name of St. Cloud State University. All fund-raising efforts must have the approval of the
Vice President for University Advancement. All philanthropic commitments to the
University must be processed by and credited to the donor through the Foundation’s gift
processing and data management system.
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Special funds to be solicited and held by deans, campus directors, departmental chairpersons,
etc., outside normal accounting and acknowledgement procedures are in violation of 501(c)(3)
regulations which classify the Foundation as a not-for-profit organization and are strictly
prohibited.

III. GIFT REVIEW AND ACCEPTANCE
A. Gift Acceptance Committee
The Foundation will have a Gift Acceptance Committee (GAC) consisting of the Vice
President for University Advancement, the Foundation Director of Finance and one Senior
Development Director.
The role of the GAC is to review proposed gifts of $25,000 or more. The committee will
represent the University’s interest in evaluating the use and purpose of the gift related to
the University’s mission.
The GAC will also review unusual, questionable or potentially burdensome proposed gifts
valued under $25,000.
The GAC shall meet on an as needed basis. The GAC must have a quorum (at least 2
members) in attendance in order to vote to approve or decline a gift. Attendance may be
considered to be in person, via conference call or via email, if the aforementioned meeting
is held in an email format. Decisions of the GAC must be made by a majority vote. The
GAC may, in its discretion, determine whether a proposed gift should be forwarded to the
Foundation for review.
B. Gift Agreements
The Foundation will set up a new fund to receive charitable contributions only when it
determines that there is a need for said fund and that minimum funding requirements have
been or will be met by the donor or department seeking to establish a fund (a written
pledge and first payment have been received). A written fund agreement/memorandum of
understanding will be signed and executed by the donor and the Foundation when a gift
commitment has terms, restrictions or conditions for use that should be preserved.
A donor (and the donor’s family or designee) who establishes a scholarship, award or fund
may not participate in the selection of recipients or the administration of the award or
fund. Final decision on the selection of scholarship and award recipients is the
responsibility of the University. See Appendix for gift forms and current funding
requirements.
C. Use of Legal Counsel
The Foundation will employ legal counsel at its discretion in interpreting, managing and
conducting business in matters pertaining to gift acceptance and administration. The
Foundation will bear the costs associated with counsel engaged on its behalf.

IV. GIFT AND PLEDGE PROCESSING AND RECEIPTING
A. Processing Gifts and Pledges
It is the responsibility of the Foundation’s gift processing office to record and maintain a
complete and accurate record of every pledge and gift (tangible and non-tangible) to the
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Foundation. All gifts and pledges will be processed and acknowledged in a timely
manner as detailed below. Donor anonymity in publications will be protected when
desired by the donor. University staff, including student-employees, shall be trained in
the Foundation’s Confidentiality Policy.
All gifts, along with their original correspondence, received by any college, school,
department or administrative office are to be transmitted to the Foundation’s gift
processing office at the earliest possible opportunity for processing.
B. Receipting Gifts
a. General Receipting Guidelines:
i. Tax receipts are provided only to the legal donor.
ii. Receipts state the date and amount of the funds deposited and the
Foundation account credited with the contribution.
iii. Receipts are produced, proofed and mailed in timely manner.
b. Receipts for contributions that are not entirely deductible by IRS standards:
i. Receipts state the total amount received, the tax-deductible gift amount
and if applicable, the non-deductible amount considered “goods and
services.”
ii. A description of the “goods and services” is provided, per IRS Publication
1771.
iii. The responsible University office or department conducting an event or
activity whose fee includes a gift and a non-deductible amount shall be
required to determine the fair market value of the “goods and services.”
iv. The responsible University office or department must disclose the fair
market value of “goods and services” in advertising and promotion of the
event or activity and on the tickets.
v. If no portion of the transaction is determined to be tax deductible, no
receipt will be issued.
c. Gift receipts shall not be issued for:
i. Establishment of a fund over which the transferor /donor has expenditure
control.
ii. Contributions to provide compensation for or direct personal benefit for a
named faculty or staff person of the University.
iii. Financial aid to a specific student.
d. Receipts for tangible property (gifts‐in‐kind):
i. Acknowledgements provide an accurate description of the property, as
provided on the gift‐in‐kind transmittal form.
ii. No monetary value is stated in the acknowledgement, per IRS Publication
1771. The donor must determine the tax-deductible value of the property.
(See Gifts-In-Kind under Types of Gifts Marketed and Accepted.)
e. Receipts for gifts of securities
i. The gift description includes the name of the security, the number of
shares and the value based on the average of the high and low trading
values for the security on the date it was received into the Foundation
brokerage account.
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f. Receipts for donor‐advised gifts:
i. No gift receipt is provided for gifts made through donor‐advised funds.
ii. As a courtesy to the donor, the Foundation will acknowledge donoradvised gifts by letter, phone or email. The University’s Advancement
Staff will ensure that notifications contain appropriate recommended
verbiage.
g. Copies of gift receipts:
i. Donors may request a copy of a gift receipt at any time by contacting the
Foundation.
ii. The receipt will clearly state that it is a copy.

V. PLEDGES
The Foundation will accept and record written pledges in accordance with generally
accepted Accounting Standards (GAAP) and Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
rules. No multi-year pledge of $5,000 or more will be recorded by the Foundation unless it is
substantiated in writing via a Foundation-approved gift agreement signed by both the
Foundation and the donor (see appendix for current pledge form). The agreement must
include the gift amount and schedule of pledge payments. The agreement will also state the
designation of the gift within the Foundation, indicating GAC-approved preferences and
restrictions on the use of the funds. Single year pledges will be recorded in accordance with
Foundation practices.
Pledges may be “enforceable pledges” or “intent to give.” Conditional pledges will not be
accepted.
Capital pledges of more than five years must be approved by the GAC. Pledges for capital
purposes of greater than 5 years will not be accepted.
Enforceable pledges cannot be paid through a donor advised fund. (See IRS Form 4967)
An “intent to give” is not recorded as a receivable at the time it is made nor is recognition
provided at that time. An “intent to give” may be paid through a donor-advised fund.

VI. ENDOWED FUNDS
Endowed funds provide donors the opportunity to support scholarship and teaching on a
variety of levels in perpetuity. Endowments may be designated for restricted use in a
school/college, department or program within the University and may be named in honor of
individuals. Endowments must be governed by a written agreement executed by the donor
and the Foundation. The agreement must be approved by the GAC before it is presented
to the donor.
Endowments may be funded with outright contributions including pledges and must meet
the required minimum as determined by the GAC. If gifts for an endowment fail to meet the
required minimum after the maximum pledge period, the funds may be transferred to the
Foundation’s general endowment or to another Foundation fund, as determined by the
Foundation Board upon recommendation by the Gift Acceptance Committee.
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Endowments created by testamentary transfer shall be administered in accordance with the
donor’s wishes as set forth in the relevant testamentary document, provided that the donor
clearly intends to establish an endowment and the intended use is not prohibited by law or
University policy. If the intended use does fall outside of the law and/or University policy,
or if the gift fails to meet the prevailing required minimum for an endowed fund at the time
it becomes available to the University, the Foundation will adhere to the laws and
regulations of the State of Minnesota.
The Foundation, reserves the right, in the document that restricts the use of the gift, to
broaden or alter the purpose of the gift should the original purpose of the gift no longer
meet the needs or serves the mission of the Foundation. The Foundation may exercise this
right with the approval of its Board of Directors.
Endowment contributions will be utilized for their intended purpose only when they are
funded with cash (or cash equivalents) equaling or surpassing the Foundation’s required
minimum for the establishment of an endowed fund.
Endowment principals will be pooled and invested, and income expended, in accordance
with the prevailing investment and spending policies of the Foundation.

VII. TYPES OF GIFTS MARKETED AND ACCEPTED
The Foundation must receive all philanthropic commitments to St. Cloud State University.
Outright gifts to the Foundation shall be reported when assets are actually and irrevocably
transferred to St. Cloud State University Foundation.
Irrevocable deferred gifts shall be reported as a pledge at face value. Revocable deferred gifts
documented by provisions in wills or other revocable instruments shall be reported for
recognition purposes only and are not treated as charitable gifts for accounting purposes until
the gift is received.
For recognition purposes only, revocable gifts may be recognized in campaign totals at face
value if reported separately from outright gifts and irrevocable deferred gifts.
Total fundraising progress will be the sum of all new gifts (outright and irrevocable deferred)
and new pledges against a stated goal. Verbal pledges or commitments may not be counted in
gift totals. Non-gift revenue will not be reported in the Foundation’s reported fundraising
progress.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The following are assets accepted by the St. Cloud State University Foundation:
Cash and Cash Equivalents
8. Charitable Remainder Unitrusts
Publicly Traded Securities
9. Unitrusts
Closely Held Securities
10. Charitable Gift Annuities
Real Estate, Mineral Interests
11. Charitable Lead Trusts
Personal Property
12. Life Insurance
Gifts-In-Kind
13. Remainder Interest in Real Property
Deferred Gifts (include bequests through
14. Retirement Accounts
wills or living trusts, retirement plan
15. Donor-Advised and Donor-Directed
designations, life income plans,
Funds
charitable lead trusts and retained life
16. Royalties
estates)
17. Alternative Assets (with GAC approval)
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1. Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash gifts may be made with currency, check or credit card. Cash may be delivered in person, by
mail, by Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT), or by wire transfer. Cash gifts are reported the date
the cash is received in the Foundation gift processing office and post marks are used as the gift
date for mailed gifts. If gifts are transferred by EFT or wire, the date of the gift is the date that
the money is transferred into the Foundation’s account. Credit card gifts are reported on the date
that the credit card charges are processed. Gifts from non-domestic sources will be recorded as
the US Dollar equivalent received by the Foundation.
2. Publicly-Traded Securities
Securities (1) listed on an exchange in which quotations are published daily; (2) regularly traded
in national or regional over-the-counter markets for which published quotations are available; or
(3) that are shares of a mutual fund for which quotations are published on a daily basis in a
publicly accessible format (newspaper, website, etc.) throughout the United States, will be
accepted as outright gifts or toward pledges. The value of securities is determined on the date in
which securities are received in the Foundation brokerage account. The mean trading price on
the gift date determines the value of securities for reporting purposes.
3. Closely Held Securities (non-public)
The GAC, following due diligence, shall examine any issue that is not publicly traded prior to its
acceptance as a gift and may decline a gift of such securities if it deems them difficult to value or
not easily marketable. A detailed explanation surrounding the circumstances of the stock, the
company, and the donor’s reason for this gift must be documented and provided to the GAC.
Under current law it is the donor’s responsibility, for gifts of non-publicly traded securities
exceeding $10,000, to have the securities valued by a qualified independent appraiser as required
by the IRS. Gifts of non-publicly traded securities of $10,000 or less may be valued at the pershare cash purchase price of the most recent transaction. Normally, this transaction is the
redemption value of the stock by the corporation. For a gift of $10,000 or less, when no
redemption has occurred during the reporting period, an independent certified public accountant
(CPA) who maintains the books for a closely held corporation is deemed to be qualified to value
the stock of that corporation.
4. Real Estate and Mineral Interests
The Foundation may accept both present and future interests in real estate. Prior to acceptance
of the real property, the gift shall be approved by the GAC. Gifts of real estate must be tested to
be in conformity with state and federal laws, including EPA regulations and the donor must
provide satisfactory evidence of environmental compliance.
Criteria for consideration of acceptance of the property shall include:
a. Usefulness of property for purposes of the Foundation or SCSU
b. Marketability
c. Results of an environmental review
d. Appraised value (minimum net appraised value is $100,000)
Other issues to be considered include:
a. Clarity of title
b. Restrictions, reservations, easements, zoning or other limitations associated with the
property
6
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c. Carrying costs, which may include insurance, property taxes, mortgages, or notes, etc.,
associated with the property
These policies also apply to gifts of real estate to charitable remainder trusts where the
Foundation is serving as trustee.
The Foundation may accept and retain ownership of real estate gifts which SCSU plans to utilize
for current university programs rather than sell immediately. If it is the intention of the donor
that the Foundation not immediately dispose of real property, an agreement must be made in
writing between the Foundation and the donor before the Foundation may accept such property.
SCSU will be included in the GAC review process for these gifts and will manage and maintain
the property. An agreement between the Foundation and SCSU will be created to outline the
roles and responsibilities of each party associated with held real estate. The Foundation will
have the sole discretion to select the time, sales price and sales method for any real estate gift
given to the Foundation.
For retained Life Estate Gifts or gifts of a remainder interest, the donor or other occupants may
continue to occupy the real property for the duration of the stated life. Where the Foundation
receives a gift of a remainder interest, expenses for maintenance, real estate taxes, insurance and
any property indebtedness are to be paid by the donor or other occupant.
The Foundation may accept oil and gas property interests, when appropriate. Prior to acceptance
of an oil and gas interest the gift shall be approved by the GAC. The property should not have
extended liabilities or other considerations that make receipt of the gift inappropriate. A working
interest is rarely accepted and may only be accepted when there is a plan to minimize potential
liability and tax consequences.
5. Personal Property
The Foundation may consider accepting gifts of personal property with the intention to sell or
otherwise dispose of the property and use the proceeds to further its charitable activities. The
GAC will carefully consider marketability, storage, transportation and disposal costs of all gifts
of personal property. Gifts accepted shall be valued at full fair market value and the title to such
gifts should be clear, unencumbered, and properly documented. Gifts of personal property may
include but are not limited to works of art, antiques, stamp and coin collections, equipment,
intellectual property, copyrights, rare books, manuscripts, etc. The Foundation will not accept
gifts of vehicles unless reviewed and accepted by the GAC. For donated personal property
valued at over $5,000 the donor must provide a copy of IRS Form 8283 partially completed to
the Foundation. The Foundation only acknowledges receipt of the property listed on the form,
and does not attest to any value. The Foundation agrees that if any reported property is sold
within 3 years of the date of the receipt IRS Form 8282 will be filed with the IRS providing
information on the sale. A copy of the IRS Form 8282 must be sent to the original donor.
6. Gifts-in-Kind
Gifts in the form of tangible personal property or intellectual property that will be retained and
used by University faculty, staff and/or students will be accepted only if the property can be used
to support the core mission of the University in the areas of teaching, research, creative
endeavors, campus activities, outreach programs or a combination thereof. Typical gifts-in-kind
include but are not limited to works of art, equipment, books, software, etc. The Foundation will
not accept gifts of vehicles unless reviewed and accepted by the GAC.
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Gifts-in-kind will be recorded at full fair market value. It is the policy of the Foundation to
transfer ownership of all gifts of tangible personal property or intellectual property for University
use to the University.
A. Gift-In-Kind - Acceptance
Before the Foundation accepts gifts of property, the use and need of the property should be
clearly documented and approved by the respective University unit. Foundation staff may
consult with various University staff (including staff from legal, financial, purchasing, or risk
management offices, as well as Deans or other University administrators) to determine
demand or potential uses of gifts of tangible personal property or intellectual property.
Title to the gift property should be free of liens and encumbrances and properly documented.
Careful consideration should be given to maintenance, storage and transportation costs.
Questionable gifts and those whose estimated value exceeds $1,000 must be referred to the
Gift Acceptance Committee for review before a decision to accept or decline is made.
University units outside the Foundation (college, department, archives, library, etc.) may
accept a gift-in-kind if it’s estimated value is less than $1,000 by completing and submitting
the SCSU Pre-Acceptance Gift-In-Kind Checklist to the Foundation when the donor offers
the gift.
The accepting unit must also complete and submit the SCSU Post-Acceptance Gift-in-Kind
Form and supporting documentation after the item is received, so that the Foundation may
record the gift-in-kind accordingly. Supporting documentation for gifts valued under $5,000
may include an itemized inventory list, vendor/donor documentation or an invoice letter
which states an “at price” of the donated item(s), published value through a catalog, etc., or
determined by a qualified faculty/staff expert (with no conflict of interest). The postacceptance form should include only the items kept for use by the accepting unit, and should
exclude any item that the unit has declined or plans to dispose of.
Typically, acceptance of a gift-in-kind should not involve significant additional expense in its
present and/or future use, display, maintenance, or administration. If such expenses are
involved, identification of the items and hard dollar costs associated with carrying the gift
must include the source of funding and the projected timeframe for carrying the gift.
Subsequently, non-recurring obligations and the university personnel responsible for the
fulfillment of such obligations must be identified. Any academic unit benefiting from a giftin-kind must agree in writing to fund carrying costs or absorb the costs, whether or not the
donor agrees to pay.
B. Gift-In-Kind - Appraisals
If a gift-in-kind of used property is valued at $5,000 or more, and the donor desires
acknowledgment of receipt for tax purposes, the donor is responsible for providing a
complete copy of a qualified, independent gift appraisal, which must accompany the SCSU
Post-Acceptance Gift-in-Kind Form submitted by the accepting unit benefitting from the giftin-kind. Neither the donor nor the gift recipient can serve as qualified appraisers with respect
to the gift-in-kind being donated. Legal and ethical requirements designed to protect both the
donor and the Foundation prohibits the Foundation from appraising most gifts. With the
approval of the Vice President of University Advancement, the Foundation may pay the cost
of an outside appraisal. The Foundation reserves the right to conduct appraisals for internal
accounting and other purposes.
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For gifts-in-kind of new property (i.e. software, equipment directly from manufacturer), an
independent appraisal is not needed. In these instances, evidence must be provided that the
item is valued appropriately based on open market pricing. Depending on the appraised
value of the donated item, IRS Form 8283 will be completed by the Foundation. If the donor
does not supply a value, someone in the receiving department who has knowledge of the
general type of item should provide a value for internal purposes only. Internal values of
donated items are not to be shared with donors and may not be used to provide tax
documentation valuations.
C. Specific Types of Gifts-In-Kind
a. Gift-in-Kind of Art and Cultural Property
Offers of art and cultural property to the Foundation shall be referred to the
university’s dean of the College of Liberal Arts, to be evaluated for acceptance by
the dean, the art collection’s curator and/or accessions committee as detailed in
the university’s Art Collection Acquisition and Disposition Policy for Gifts of
Art. Objects of art accepted will be processed by the terms of this gift-in-kind
acceptance policy.
b. Gift-in-Kind of Equipment and Intellectual Property
The Foundation may receive gifts of equipment and intellectual property. Only
unilateral transfers of equipment or intellectual property will be considered gifts.
The fair market value at the moment the gift is made determines the gift value.
Fair market value will be affected by any discounts the university would receive if
the university should purchase the equipment or intellectual property outright
(either from the donor or a similar vendor). The donor shall provide a list and
description of the item(s) to be donated as well as its/their value and any
appropriate background information or identification of educational discount.
Depreciation related to gifts of equipment may not be counted as part of the gift.
In addition, the Foundation will make every effort to ensure that the gift of
equipment or intellectual property is not an exchange transaction in which the
donor receives goods or services in return. Criteria to be considered for
acceptance of the gift may include, if applicable, necessity for technical
development of the gift, solicitation of research support, integration of the gift in
university processes, costs of additional development, additional equipment
needs, and facility requirements and/or renovations. All additional costs
associated with acceptance of the gift and university personnel responsible for
fulfillment of any additional obligations must be identified.
D. Items NOT Considered Charitable Contributions
Per CASE guidelines and IRS regulations, the following types of in-kind contributions are
not considered charitable contributions:
a. Contributed Services
A person’s or organization’s time and/or service is not considered a charitable
contribution and is not countable, regardless of whether the individual assists as a
volunteer or as a professional providing a specialized service (examples include,
but are not limited to: construction services, accounting, consulting, printing, web
development, advertising space, etc.). In these situations (if the donor wishes to
make a charitable contribution and receive tax credit), CASE suggests that the
donor bill the institution and turn around and make a cash donation of the same
value. However, in certain circumstances, the Foundation may recognize
contributed service(s) through an acknowledgement letter, but without the
inclusion of tax credit language.
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b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Use of real property
Category discounts on purchases
Costs of appraisals
Shipping costs
Sales tax
Items for auction – Auction items potentially valued at $2,500 or more may be
counted as a gift-in-kind to the university. These items are subject to the same
appraisal procedures noted in the aforementioned section.

7. Deferred Gifts
The Foundation will coordinate the receipt of all deferred gifts. Deferred gifts include bequests
made through wills or living trusts, retirement plan designations, life income plans, charitable
lead trusts, and retained life estates. Donors of life income giving arrangements may designate
the remainder value of their gift to any approved program within the university, provided it is not
too restrictive in purpose or inconsistent with its stated academic purposes and priorities.
Remainder gifts that will be used to establish named endowments or future naming opportunities
must meet the prevailing minima as further discussed in this policy. The Foundation will not
convey naming rights for a facility or program based on a revocable deferred gift commitment,
(see “Naming/Recognition Opportunities.”)
The Foundation will engage legal expertise as necessary in order to process all legal documents
associated with deferred gifts, and prior approval by the GAC is required before any legal
document may be executed by an authorized Foundation officer.
The Foundation will receive charitable bequests and retirement plan designations, and will
generally abide by any restrictions or designations indicated in appropriate documents assuming
such restrictions and designations are applicable to current programs within the university and do
not violate University or Foundation policy.
If an unrestricted or undesignated bequest or retirement plan distribution is received for the
general purposes of the Foundation, such funds shall be deposited into the Foundation’s
unrestricted account and shall be subject to the Foundation policy regarding unrestricted funds.

8. Charitable Remainder Trusts
The Foundation will accept and administer contributions to a charitable remainder trust (CRT) in
accordance with applicable federal law, IRS regulations and the laws and regulations of the State
of Minnesota. The minimum initial gift to fund the CRT shall be cash, real estate, or marketable
securities with a value of at least $150,000. Additionally, the Foundation will administer its
charitable remainder trusts based on the following:
a. The Foundation may serve as a trustee for charitable remainder annuity trusts
(CRAT) or charitable remainder unit trusts (CRUT) only if it is named as an
irrevocable remainder beneficiary of at least 51% of the remainder value of the trust.
b. The Foundation may hire one or more third party entities to provide trust
administration and custodial and/or investment services for CRT agreements.
c. The Gift Acceptance Committee must approve all St. Cloud State University
Foundation CRT agreements prior to their execution.
d. If the Foundation is named as trustee and 100% irrevocable remainder beneficiary of
a CRT, the Foundation will not charge the trust or the income beneficiary(ies) of the
trust any administrative, management or brokerage fees that are expended to operate
the trust. If the Foundation is named as less than 100% irrevocable remainder
10
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e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

beneficiary, any costs incurred by the Foundation to operate the trust may be
proportionately shared by any other named remainder beneficiary.
The Foundation will serve as trustee of a CRT when a donor wishes to donate real
estate to the trust only if the donor will accept the trust in the form of a charitable
remainder net-income unitrust, with a flip provision. Contributions of real estate to a
CRT must follow the Foundation’s policy on real estate contributions and any costs
associated with the sale of real estate within a CRT will be charged to trust principal.
The Gift Acceptance Committee is authorized to establish CRT payout rates at the
minimum required by law and up to a maximum of 7%. If a donor wants a payout rate
higher than 7%, it must first be approved by the Gift Acceptance Committee. All
CRT terms and payout rates established by the Foundation must also conform to
applicable federal law, IRS regulations and the laws and regulations of the State of
Minnesota.
CRT agreements will be booked at face value for University Advancement and
recognition purposes, but only at the remainder value for general accounting
purposes.
When a donor establishes a qualified CRAT or CRUT outside of the Foundation and
names the Foundation as an irrevocable remainder beneficiary, the Foundation may
book this contribution in the same manner as a Foundation CRT upon receipt of a
copy of the signed trust agreement.
Donors may contribute additional gifts of a minimum value of $5,000 to their
charitable unitrust for which the Foundation serves as trustee.

9. Unitrusts
The minimum age recommended to establish a Unitrust is 60 years of age. The basic form of
Unitrust provides for payment to the donor and/or beneficiary of an amount equal to a set
percentage of fair market value of the assets of the trust, valued annually. The percentage is
determined at the time the trust is created, is stated in the trust, and is permanent. The minimum
payout allowed is 5% annually. The maximum percentage shall be determined by the Foundation
administration based on recommendations by the planned giving staff. The maximum
percentage shall be based on several factors, including the age of the donor(s), number of lives,
amount of gift, rate of return on U.S. Treasury bonds at the time and other considerations. Also,
the value of the charitable remainder must be at least 10% of the net fair market value of the
property transferred to the trust on the date of the transfer.
If the Foundation is to serve as trustee, the Foundation must be at least a 51% irrevocable
remainder beneficiary of the trust. In these instances the Foundation may share administrative
expenses on a pro-rata basis with the other named beneficiaries.
Trusts may be funded with cash, stock, real estate, tangible personal property or a combination of
these assets.
Payments may be set for life or a trust term not to exceed 20 years. Income payments are based
on a fixed percentage of the annual market value of trust assets and will vary in amount as the
value of the assets change. Payments to income beneficiaries must come exclusively from the
trust assets and are not guaranteed by the Foundation. The only fees that will be charged to a
trust are those charged by external sources. If the Foundation is to serve as trustee for a
charitable remainder trust funded with real property, all Foundation policies for acceptance of
real estate must be followed. The trust assets are invested according to policies established by the
Foundation’s Investment Committee.
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10. Charitable Gift Annuity (CGA):
A CGA is a contract between a donor and the Foundation, under which the Foundation promises
to pay up to two (2) annuitants a fixed amount of income for life, in exchange for the donor’s
contribution of cash or securities to the Foundation. Donors who wish to establish a standard
payment CGA with the Foundation must be at least 60 years old. Donors who wish to establish a
deferred payment CGA can be any age; however, payments cannot begin until the annuitant
reaches age 60 and the payout, to conform to the law, will be set at a rate that produces a residual
gift equal to at least 10% of the original gift value. The minimum amount required to establish a
CGA is $15,000.
a. Exceptions to these requirements must be approved by the GAC.
b. If the asset used to fund the CGA is something other than cash or publicly traded
securities, approval will be required by GAC.
c. The SCSU Foundation follows the payout rates recommended by the American Council
on Gift Annuities within the context of the law of the State of Minnesota.
d. The documentation requirements for a CGA are the original contract that is signed upon
establishment of the CGA, and addendum designating the ultimate use of the funds, or a
Gift Agreement that governs the ultimate designation of the remainder gift if the donor is
creating an endowed fund.
e. The Foundation works with an independent investment services provider for the
management and administration of all CGAs.
f. With a Deferred Payment Gift Annuity (DPGA), the annuitant(s) start(s) receiving
payments at a future time, the date chosen by the donor, which must be more than one
year after the date of the contribution. As with immediate gift annuities, payments can be
made monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually.
11. Charitable Lead Trust (CLT):
A CLT differs from the CRT in that the income payments are made to the Foundation for a term
of years, and the remaining principal is then passed on to non-charitable recipients. Payout rates
for CLTs are determined by a number of factors, including the term of years during which
income will be paid to the Foundation, the applicable federal rate, the age of the donor and the
size of the gift. Like the CRT, the CLT can be structured as a Unitrust or as an Annuity Trust.
a. A CLT in which the SCSU Foundation acts as a trustee:
i. Must make a minimum gift of $100,000.
ii. The Foundation will work with an independent investment services
provider for the management and administration of these CLTs.
b. For a CLT that is not managed by the SCSU Foundation, the Foundation requests a
copy of the fully executed CLT document. In cases where the donor is unwilling to
submit this information, the donor must complete a Letter of Intent and also provide:
i. A trust valuation that is less than one year old;
ii. The income payout rate; AND
iii. The payout term for the CLT (e.g. 5, 10 or 15 years or longer).
c. The documentation requirements for CLTs are met when the donor signs the legal
document that establishes the trust itself, and a Gift Agreement that governs the
designation of the annual gift payments.
12. Life Insurance
A Donor may make a life insurance gift to the Foundation, making the Foundation the owner and
the beneficiary of their insurance policy, or by making the Foundation the beneficiary or partial
beneficiary of their insurance policy.
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a. New Life Insurance Policies – To be owned and managed by the Foundation.
i. The policy must make the Foundation the sole owner and beneficiary.
ii. The face amount (death benefit) of the policy must be a minimum of
$100,000.
iii. The policy must be a permanent life policy that has been reviewed and
approved by the GAC.
iv. The policy may not have an automatic loan provision attached.
v. Dividends must be used to buy Paid Up additions to increase the value
of the gift.
vi. If any interest accrues on the policy it will also be applied toward the
premium or to increase the value of the policy.
vii. Standard & Poor’s or Moody’s at the time the insurance policy is
donated to the Foundation.
A completed life insurance application and illustration, along with
a short history of the insurance company and its ratings, must be
submitted to the Foundation for review prior to issuance. All donors
should make premium payments through the Foundation who will then
make payments to the insurance company, although the donor may
elect to make premium payments directly to the insurance company.
Premium payments made by the donor through the Foundation will be
recorded as outright gifts on the donor’s record, while the face amount
of the policy will be recorded as a revocable bequest.
viii. The original policy with its illustrations, accompanied by a Letter
of Intent or a Gift Agreement that will govern the ultimate designation
of the proceeds must be submitted.
ix. Payment of a minimum of 2 years’ premiums must be made at the time
of ownership transfer.
x. The policy will be projected as paid-up using current interest rate
assumptions, when dividends are sufficient to pay the policy
premium.
xi. It is understood that the Foundation shall not be responsible for
making premium payments in the event that a donor ceases to
complete the payment schedule of the policy.
x. If the donor does not make the annual gifts to make the premium
payments causing the policy to lapse, then the Foundation shall have the
right to alter or surrender the policy. If the policy is, in fact, reduced or
surrendered, the gift record shall be reduced or written off accordingly.
b. Existing Life Insurance Policies.
Existing policies may be gifted to the Foundation after review and approval.
i. For gifts of existing policies, the donor (or owner) must relinquish all
ownership and document that the Foundation is the sole owner and
beneficiary of the policy.
ii. There can be no outstanding loans on the policy.
iii. The policy must be a permanent life policy.
iv. Donor must provide a copy of the policy, including the current
declaration page. The declaration page will show cash value, any
outstanding loans, dividends and face value.
v. The cash surrender value will be recorded as an outright gift, while the
net face amount will be recorded as a revocable bequest.
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c. Insurance Beneficiary Designation
The following requirements must be met for acceptance:
i. A Change of Beneficiary Form indicating the Foundation as
beneficiary OR
ii. Verification from the insurance company that they have accepted the
change in Beneficiary and
iii. A current declaration page of the policy indicating the type and face
value of the policy.
iv. The policy being gifted must be a permanent life product.
v. Documentation should include the use of a Letter of Intent with gift
designation and information that will govern the ultimate designation of
the proceeds. A gift agreement will be required if the donor wishes to
create an endowed fund.
d. Term Life Insurance Policies
Term Life insurance policies are not accepted as gifts. Some donors may make the
Foundation a beneficiary of their Term Life Insurance policy. In that case, the
Foundation may recognize that gift with the donor’s inclusion in the Foundation’s
Heritage society as long as the policy remains in force. However, the gift will be
counted as $0.
e. Contingent Beneficiary
Whether in estate documents, life insurance, retirement accounts, or other accounts and
instruments requiring beneficiaries, some donors have a need or desire to make the
Foundation a contingent, or secondary beneficiary. Such gifts may be accepted with
the same documentation requirements as a primary beneficiary. Such gifts will be
counted as $0.
13. Remainder Interest in Real Property
The Foundation will promote and accept gifts of retained life estates in real property if the
donor and the Foundation agree in writing to the terms of the retained life estate. Such
agreements shall include the allocation of expenses among and between the donor and the
Foundation. Gifts of a remainder interest will be credited to the donor in the year the transfer
of ownership is completed from the donor to the Foundation at the charitable remainder value
of the contributed real estate. Gifts of retained life estates in real property shall be subject to
the same restrictions as other real estate gifts as described in this policy.
14. Retirement Accounts (Retirement Plan, Commercial Annuity, and Payable on Death
Beneficiary Designations):
When donors have made the Foundation a primary beneficiary of an existing retirement plan,
commercial annuity, or non-qualified investment account, the following written confirmation
of the beneficiary designation is required to document the gift:
a. A copy of the beneficiary statement or change of beneficiary form specifying the
Foundation as a primary beneficiary and a gift agreement directing the gift; OR
b. A fully executed Letter of Intent; OR
c. A letter from the donor’s attorney/advisor that explains the nature of the commitment,
current ages of the donor(s) and how the gift will be used and written evidence of the
value of the account or the portion of the account that is designated for SCSU
Foundation.
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A gift agreement will be required if the donor wishes to create an endowed fund. If the
donor wishes to add to an existing fund, the letter of intent for deferred gifts will suffice.
These designations are treated as revocable commitments for recognition purposes.
15. Donor-Advised and Donor-Directed Funds
Donors making gifts to the SCSU Foundation through donor-advised funds or charitable
checking accounts are bound by the restrictions associated with these types of accounts.
Receipts are not generated for gifts from donor advised funds or charitable checking
accounts; however, acknowledgments are completed as requested by the organizations or
charities administering the accounts.
The donation cannot be applied to an individual’s pledge per IRS code section
4967. In the case of donor directed funds, the donor places funds in a charitable
organization, such as a family foundation, and retains the right to determine what the
organization will do with the gift assets. The family foundation receives legal credit for the
donation with the donor receiving soft credit. Gifts can be applied to pledges, and matching
gift companies will usually match the gift.
16. Royalties
Royalties are payments made for the use of copyrighted material or for the use of an
invention and they may be made payable to the individual who owns the copyright.
a. If the royalty is made payable to the individual who owns the copyright, the check can
be endorsed over to the SCSU Foundation.
i. The payment will be recorded as gift income.
ii. A gift receipt will be issued to the person who earned the royalty.
b. If the royalty is made payable to the Foundation the check will be recorded as non-gift
income and no gift receipt will be issued in either of the following cases.
i. The rights to the property that has generated the royalty have been assigned to
SCSU or the SCSU Foundation.
ii. Royalties that are generated from work made for hire. Work made for hire
includes "a work prepared by an employee or group of employees within the
scope of his or her employment".
iii. If the royalty is made payable to the Foundation, the Foundation will only
issue gift credit to the faculty or staff member if the Foundation receives proof
from the third party that they will be issuing a 1099 Miscellaneous Income
Form to the person who earned the royalty.
17. Alternative Assets – (with GAC Approval)
Alternative Assets may be accepted with approval by the GAC. Gifts involving patents,
copyrights, trademarks and royalties must be approved by the GAC. Donations of Frequent
Flyer Miles will not be accepted.
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